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The 
Citation 
Concept 

Slew liegeman* statement was made when the fir\l 
Citation instruments were completed. Silici- that lime 
Citation has indeed achieved recognition as "the ultimate 
in high fidelity design." The "Citation Sound" has been 
acclaimed by audio authorities everywhere. (See Back 
Cover) 

When Harman-Kardon decided to manufacture high 
fidelity kits there was one objective: build the very best. 
That required an engineering project group of unique 
talent and experience. It also involved imposing no limita
tions of price or any other marketing considerations upon 
the engineering group. Performance was the only standard. 

Today Citation is established as the finest sound re
producing equipment in the world. And now. the original 
Citation line hat been enlarged to provide a wider choice 
to the consumer who will settle for nothing less than the 
best. 

T h e Citation Preampli f iers 
All of the new Citation instruments reflect brilliant 

engineering techniques found only in the finest profes
sional equipment. The Citation preamplifiers are flexible, 
easy to operate and provide no coloration of their own to 
any program material. 

Both Citation preamplifiers (I and I V ) consist essenti
ally of a group of circuit blocks termed "active" and 
"passive" networks. Active networks incorporate the vac
uum tubes and furnish amplification; passive networks 
consist of resistors and coi id ensors and provide precise 
equalization. The circuit blocks arc carefully separated 
in these preamplifiers. The active networks are treated 
as one or two stage amplification units, flat over an ex
tremely wide frequency range and each one ol these net
works is surrounded with a feedback loop. 77iù> results in 
levels of distortiu» so low as to prove immeasurable. It 
inhibits phase shift throughout the entire audible range 
and prevents changes in performance due to tube aging. 
The passive networks are constructed with precision com-
ponente and are designed for minimum phase shift. 

Nothing has been overlooked in the design of the 
Citation I .H.-I IV preamplifiers. All preamplifier filaments 
are D C heated and low noise resistors are used in critical 
places to reduce thermal agitation and hum. Controls are 
arranged in logical groups to facilitate operation. Knobs 
are specifically designed for ease of use. No compromise 
has been made in the design or construction of either 
instrument. 

"The netc Citation Kits represent for me the sue-
resi /u/ culmination of yean of research anil 
experimentation to achieve the ultimate in hif(h 
fidelity design." 

STEWART HECEMAN. DIRECTOR O F KNCINKKRINC, 
CITATION K I T DIVISION, IIAHMAN-KARDON'. INC. 

T h e Citation Power Ampli f ie rs 
Audio engineers arc frequently asked: "Why design 

equipment which can reproduce sound well beyond the 
audible range?" Audio engineers have discovered that the 
characteristics of an amplifier in the non-audible range 
strongly influence the quality of sound in the audible 
frequency range. This can be discovered in critical listen
ing tests where the program materiul for each amplifier 
can be controlled. The information learned in these tests 
is directly related to the ultimate design of the amplifier. 

Citation, for example, will produce frequencies as low 
as 5 cycles virtually without phase shift. This results in 
a tight and clearly defined low frequency response. If an 
amplifier's high frequency response is limited to slightly 
above the limits of audibility, it may have a tendency 
toward strident reproduction and poor differentiation of 
instruments in the higher overtones. On the other hand, 
the Citation amplifiers ( I I andV) which bave a frequency 
response beyond 100.000 cycles without any evidence of 
ringing or instability offer clean and transparent tone 
quality in the highest audible frequencies." 

The higher the degree of fcedbiick-nnd the consequent 
lower distortion—in an amplifier, the more apparent the 
improvement in sound quality and the greater the reduc
tion ill listener futigue. In the Citation amplifiers special 
techniques have l>een developed to increase the degree of 
feedback as the most logical method for lowering distortion 
without sacrificing stability. This results in a distortion 
reduction factor of 20/1 to 30/1. 

To maintain the stability of amplifiers carrying a low 
frequency cut-off below 2 cycles, the power mpply must 
meet very special requirements in terms of regulation and 
low source impedance. These requirements were met in 
the Citation I I and V by using a silicon rectifier voltage 
doubler circuit. This circuit takes advantage not only of the 
low internal impedance of the silicon rectifier* but alto of 
the very low copper loss in the power transformer, thus 
providing the necessary regulation and source impedance. 

Special output transformers were designed to take ad
vantage of the broad band circuitry. By minimizing the 
leakage inductance and distributed capacity of the prim
ary halves, the resonant frequency of the transformers have 
been raised to the 270 K C range. The massive design, 
utilizing the highest grade core materials, lowers the 
effect of core distortion due to magnetizing current to a 
region well below the limit of human hearing. 

The use of these special output transformers in con
junction with video pulse amplifier techniques permit 
attainment of a frequency response over two octave* above 
and below the normal range of human hearing. 
'The high frequency response of the omplifar, actuate of 
the rnaput transformer, ti flat to the mrga<vcln region. 



T h e Citation I I I F M T u n e r 

Now, for the first lime. Harmati-Kardon has made it 
jHissible for the kit builder to construct a completely pro
fessional tuner without reliance upon txttnttp* external 
equipment. Furthermore, to maintain the standards estab
lished by Citation I and II. the new Citation III FM Tuner 
has been desiRned to provide the highest level of profes
sional performance. In every respect—in design, construc
tion and performance—the Citation III is the finest tuner 
you can buy. 

To meet the special requirements ol Citation I I I , ,i new 
F M cartridge was developed which embodies most of 
the critical tuner elements in one compact unit. They 
include the third R F stage, mixer, oscillator. I F sections 
and Automatic Frequency Control. The cartridge is com
pletely assembled at the factory, totally shielded and per
fectly aligned-eliminating the difficult problems of I F 
alignment, oscillator adjustment and lead definition. Thus, 
the kit builder is assured that the tuner he constructs wilt 
be the equal of the laboratory desiRned, factory-built 
product. 

The Citation Ill 's specially designed front end employs 

the revolutionary Nuvistor tube which furnishes the lowest 
noise figure and highest sensitivity permitted by the pres
ent state of the art-

Two tuned circuits transitionally coupled lead into the 
Nuvistor and assure outstanding selectivity. The tuning 
gangs are compact precision devices specifically designed 
to handle high frequencies without introducing stray ca
pacitance and inductance. 

To maintain low distortion characteristics, it is essential 
for the discriminator to have a high impedance load at all 
frequencies. To provide this constant high impedance 
load a cathode follower has been inserted between the 
discriminator and the de-emphasis network. Careful lis
tening tests offer conclusive evidence that this unusual de
sign innovation eliminates virtually all traces of distortion. 

A two-stage audio circuit patterned after the Citation 
II and Citation V is employed in the tuner. By utilizing a 
high degree of feedback and providing a frequency range 
three octaves al«jvc and lielow the range of normal hear
ing, the Citation sound quality is maintained and phase 
shift is virtually eliminated. 

The Citation I I I truly reflects the Citation approach to 
audio design: no compromise in quality-regardless of cost. 

"The 
Rolls Royee 

of the 
K i t F i e l d " 

The Rolls Royce is the symbol of performance and qual
ity without compromise. It is for precisely this reason that 
the editor of Electronics Illustrated chose to identify 
Citation as "The Roth Roycc of Ihc kit field." 

The process of designing a kit is far more difficult than 
producing the complete manufactured product. In the 
factory, the engineer can control his design from the 
moment of inception until the final packaging. The kit 
builder has only his tools, his ingenuity and little, if any. 
test equipment. Therefore, the complex process of in-plant 
production and control which guarantees the fine finished 
product must somehow be inherent in the kit design. The 
Citation engineering group has succeeded in doing just 
this. The engineering built into these instruments is so 
remarkably precìse that all you need is yourself, and 
reasonable amount of patience, to build an instrument 
equal to the factory product. 

In order to duplicate the precision of the finest assem
bled instruments, the Citation Kits incorporate many new 
assembly features. These include: 

Military-typr Construction* Rigid terminal Ixwtrds 
are provided for mounting resistors and condensers. Once 
mounted, these components are suspended tightly be

tween turret lugs. Lead length is sharply defined. The 
uniform spacing of components and uniform lead length 
insure overall stability of the unit. 

Special Gable Harness : Improper n>ntm<.; of leads, 
particularly long leads, can result in unstable performance. 
To prevent this. Citation II is equipped with a template 
to construct a Cable Harness. The result: each wire is just 
the right length and in just the right place to achieve 
perfect performance. 

Special Aids : Resistors and condensors art- all filed 
individually on special component cards for ease of identi
fication. Wherever the wiring is especially critical, sections 
have been pre-wired at the factory. Among these ore the 
switches on the (Station I as well as sections of the Citation 
HI tuner. 

Citation KM Tuner Cartridge: Ihc most difficult 
part of building a tuner involves alignment of tin- II-' 
sections, oscillator adjustment and lead definition between 
the front end and I F strip. All of these critical elements 
are incorporated in the new Citation FM cartridge which 
is completely assembled and aligned at the factor)'. With 
the cartridge as a reliable standard, and the two D'Arson-
val movement tuning meters, the kit builder can maintain 
ideal alignment of every section of the tuner. 

Only heavy duty components, operating at tight toler
ances have been selected for the Citation Kits. As a result, 
even if every component is operated at its limit-a remote 
]xissibility-thc instruments will still perform well within 
their specifications. 

In the design of Citation-nothing has been left to 
chance. All of the safeguards and guarantees of I'rtKluctiou 
Control Kngineering are embodied in the design of the 
new Citation Kits. 



I T A T I O N I 
Stereophonic Preamplifier Control Center 

• Separate bass and treble s tep-type tone controls for 
each channel. Controls electrically out of the circuit 
when in the flat position. This eliminates phase shift 
and transient distortion inherent in all tone controls. 

• Special scratch filter contained in treble cut positions 
for sharp roll-off without ringing. 

• E a c h amplification stage is surrounded with a feedback 
loop and is flat over an extremely wide range. 

• Unmcasurahlc distortion and phase shift. 
• D . C . on all heaters and the use of low noise resistors in 

the critical places to reduce thermal agitation and hum. 
• Anode follower output insures extended low frequency 

response by including the output coupling condenser in 
the feedback loop. 

• Chassis designed to permit easy accessibility to all 
connections. 

• Preamplifier can be easily installed into a cabinet by 
merely sliding chassis in from the front. Escutcheon 
remains fastened to chassis eliminating the need to 
mount it separately to the front panel. 

• Eighteen stages utilizing nine dual triodes. 
" Six silicon diodes provide unexcelled B + and filament 

regulation. 
• Separate turnover and roll-off equalization controls for 

virtually any combination of record or tape playback 
equalization curves. 

• Continuously variable blend control acting as a center 
channel gain control or as a crossfeed control if a center 
speaker is not used. 

• Zero to infinity balance control offering full range and 
complete cut-oil for either speaker. 

• Illuminated Rotary on/off switch. 
• Military construction throughout for rigidity and pro

fessional appearance. 
• Beautifully styled in charcoal brown and gold. 

The Citation 1 . . . Price $164.95 
Factory Wired . . . Price $254.95 

Walnut Enclosure. WC1... Price $30.95 

T H E C I T A T I O N I I 
120 Watt Stereophonic High Fideli ty Power Amplif ier 

• Extended frequency response. T w o octaves above and 
below the normal range of hearing for smooth trans
parent sound. 

" Absolutely stable with any load. 
• Bias Meter to adjust individually the plate current of 

each K T S S for proj>cr balance and lowest distortion. 
This insures optimum performance even after aging 
of the output tubes. 

• Output transformers designed to exacting professional 
specifications. 

• High power output at the extreme ends of the frequency 
range enables the amplifier to effortlessly drive any of 
today's inefficient speakers at any power level. High 
power rating insures flawless, transparent reproduction 
at low listening levels. 

• Military construction represented by rigid component 
terminal for ease of construction, strength and 
neat appearance. Special cable harness and components 
of professional quality. 

• Handsomely styled in gold and charcoal brown. 

The Citation II . . . Price $169.95 
Factory Wired . . . Price $239.95 

Metal Enclosure. AC 11 . . . Price $7.95 

• Delivers GO watts each channel from 18-10.000 c .p .s . 
with less than 0.5S distortion. C a n IK- operated as 120 
watt monophonic amplifier. 

• Use of video output pentodes in all low level stages for 
exceptional wide frequency response and low distortion. 

• Output stage consists of two KTSS's per channel con
servatively operated In fixed bias, distributed load 
circuit. 

• Multiple feedback loops for increased degree of usable 
feedback (30dh overall) to lower distortion without 
sacrificing stability. 

• Power supply consists of four silicon diode rectifiers, 
choke, heavy duty electrolytics and potted power trans
former for superb regulation and long life. 



T H E C I T A T I O N H I is the world's most sensitive tuner. Designed in 
the magnificent Citation tradition, this superb instrument offers 
specifications and performance never before achieved. 
• Double-tuned antenna circuit transitionally coupled to first RK 

stage. 
• First RFcompriscd of Nuvistor for lowest noise figure obtainable. 
• Preassembled and factory aligned R F stage, muter, oscillator. 

A F C and three IF's assure proper alignment without the need 
for special instrumentation. 

• Tuning gangs specially designed for outstanding selectivity and 
elimination of stray capacitance and inductance. 

• Cathode follower inserted between discriminator and de-
emphasis network to provide constant high impedance loading 
and eliminate distortion. 

• Two separate D'Arsonval movement tuning meters for signal 
strength and center of the channel tuning. Meters are used for 
the alignment of the front end. discriminator and limitcrs. 

• Wide band I F limitcrs and discriminator assure excellent capture 
ratio with virtually non-existent distortion. 

• Dcfeatablc A F C with regulated voltage supply to maintain abso
lute oscillator stability regardless of line voltage variation. 

• Front panel volume control. 
• Front panel squelch with defeat switch. 
• Two 6BN6 gatcd-bcam limitcrs assure exceptionally high cap-

tun- ratio, greater quieting, lower distortion and a completely 
uniform audio output of all signals. 

• Local/distance switch. 
• Military-type terminal board construction for rigidity, strength, 

proper lead dress and professional appearance. 
• Audio range 3 octaves Move and below range of normal human 

hearing. 
• Special provision to accommodate all multiplex adapters. Front 

panel is specially designed to accept multiplex operating con
trols at a future date. 

• Magnificently styled in gold and charcoal brown to match alt 
of the Citation instruments. 

The Citation 111... Price $154.95 
Factory Wired . . . Price $234.95 

Walnut Enclosure, WCl... Price $30.95 

T H E C I T A T I O N I I I 

Professional 
F M 

Tuner 



Stereophonic Preamplifier Control Center 

T H E N E W C I T A T I O N iv is a compact stereophonic pre
amplifier designed in the best Citation tradition. It offers 
performance and features rivaled only by the famous 
Citation I . 
• Separate bass and treble lone controls for each channel. 

Controls may be switched out of the circuit completely 
to eliminate phase shift and transient distortion inherent 
in all lone controls. 

• E a c h amplification stage is surrounded with a feedback 
loop and is Hat over an extremely wide frequency range. 

• Special rumble and scratch filters to effectively remove 
tunilable and record noise without introducing distor
tion or ringing. 

• l>.C. on all healers and the use of low noise resistors in 
critical places to reduce thermal agitation and hum. 

• Distortion and phase shift virtually non-existent at rated 
output. 

• Continuously 1 variable blend control to obtain center 
"f i l l " as required. Completely out of the circuit in the 
zero position. 

• Illuminated push-button On/Off switch permits pre
amplifier to be turned on and on without upsetting care
ful selling of operating controls. 

• Third channel amplifier output. 
• Separate switches for Tape Monitor and Contour. 
• Zero to Infinity balance control allows complete cut-off 

for either speaker. 
• Feedback pair output stage for low output impedance 

with extended frequency response and minimum dis
tortion. 

• Military-type terminal board construction for rigid, pro
fessional appearance. Phenolic termina] boards are S " 
thick and are of the highest quality. 

• beautifully styled in charcoal brown and gold. 

The Citation IV . . . Price $ 122.95 
Factory Wired .. . Price $192.95 

Walnut Enclosure. WCl. . . Price $3(1.9.% 

T H E C I T A T I O N V 
80 Watt Stereophonic Basic Power Amplif ier 

1 
T H E C I T A T I O N V is a smaller version of the powerful 
Citation I I . This magnificent new basic power amplifier 
has every worthwhile feature required for superb stereo
phonic" reproduction. 
• Conservatively rated at 10 watts R M S per channel with 

95 watt peaks at less than 0.5S distortion. 
• Cl ips clean without breakup. 
• C a n be operated as an SO watt monophonic amplifier. 

• Output stage consists of two 75&T* per channel oper
ating conservatively in fixed bias, ultra-balance circuit. 

• Frequency response extends two octaves above and 
below the normal range of hearing to insure perfect 
square wave response at all frequencies. 

• Absolutely stable with any type of load. 
• Specially designed output transformers with resonant 

frequency above 200 K C . 
• Power supply consists of four silicon diodes (hermetic

ally sealed) and heavy duty electrolytics for superb 
B I regulation and long life. This results in instantan
eous recovery time and Supero transient responsi-, 

• Bias meter to statically and dynamically adjust each 
pair of 75SI output tubes. 

• Maximum power output at the extreme ends of the fre
quency range enables the amplifier to effortlessly drive 
any of today's inefficient speakers. 

• Military construction represented by rigid component 
terminal boards for case of construction, strength and 
neat appearance. 

• Handsomely styled in charcoal brown and gold. 

The Citation V . . . Price $124.95 
Factory Wired . . . Price $184.95 

Metal Enclosure, ACV . . . Price $7.95 
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SOUND* 
".. .for the sake of music 

and our demanding 
love of it." 

I I K U K I S W H A T A U D I O A U T H O K I T I K S E V E R Y W H E R E H A V E T O S A Y A B O U T C I T A T I O N : 

"Specificalion* published by Ihc ninnitiacturcr arc so 
astonishing that our sister publication. Electronics World, has 
subjected them to critical examination and found performance 
wholly consistent with claims . . . Nothing can faze it . . . w 
have heard this particular amplifier loaded with four big 
speaker systems glide over the steepest orchestral hurdles with
out the slightest trace of strain . . . The realism of the virtually 
distortion-free mimic was nothing less than startling. Otir initial 
amazement soon gave way to an easy, relaxed enjoyment that 
was sustained for liours without a trace of that tension known 
as "listening fatigue". Here was a sound system that fulfilled 
the most difficult of all high fidelity requirements : to provide 
an awareness only of music, and oblivion of technicalities,.. 
Over and above the details of design and iierformancc. wc 
felt that the Citation group bore eloquent witness to the one 
vital aspect of audio that for so many of us has elevated high 
fidelity from a casual hobby to a lifelong interest : Ihc earnest 
allcmi'l to reach an tdcal-not for Ihc sake of technical shotv-
mawhip-but for Ihc sake of music and our demandini; lore 
of it." 

H I M Bteflgq 
Htrben itri,i 
inn SUMO itr.i.'. 

"At this writing, the mint impressive of amplifier kits is 
without doubt the new Citation line of Harmati-Kardon . . . 
tl»eir design, circuitry, acoustic results and even tlie manner of 
their packaging set a new high in amplifier construction and 
perfomunce. l" O I 0 0 " M H H M Wm«m EUrnber* 

• Saturila* Uri ini 

"When we first heart! the Citations our immediate reaction 
was that one listened through the amplifier system clear back 
to the original performance, and that the finer nuances of tone 
shading stood out clearly and distinctly for the first time . . . 
bats U clear and finn, and for the first time we noted that the 
low frequency end appeared to be present even at low volumes 
without the need for the usual boss boost . . . When the ampli
fier is completed, the user may be assured of having a unit be 
can be proud of and one which will give him a quality of 
reproduction at least as good as any he lias ever heard-and 
likely Iwltcr . . . The kit is a joy to construct." 

"I*:. C . Mcl'n.ud. Editor 
Audio Magazine 

"Its listening quality is superb, and not easily described in 
terms of laboratory measurements. Listening is the ultimate 
test and a required one for full appreciation of the Citation . . . 
there is a solidity, combined with a total ease and lack of irri
tation which sets this amplifier apart from most others . . . The 
more one listens to the Citation I I . the more pleasing its sound 
l>ccoii>es . . . Anyone who will settle for nothing less than the 
finest will be well advised to look into the Citation I I . " 

Hirtch-llouctt Lab* 

high fidelity hw « s w i * H****** 

"The unit which we checked after having built the kit. 
is tlie best of all power amplifiers that we have tested over the 
past years . . . none have had distortion that was quite as low-
as we found in this new Citation II . . . we fount) no ringing 
or instability-and the amplifier should provide tlie very finest 
in hi-fi stereo reproduction when matched with other com
ponents of comparable quality." 

~| William Stochlin. Editor 
Electronic World 
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